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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND
The Columbus Regional Airport Authority (CRAA) has conducted an update to its
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study (Noise
Compatibility Study) to document the noise levels from aircraft operations at
Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK). The purpose for conducting a Noise
Compatibility Study at LCK is to reduce noise impacts from existing aircraft
operations on incompatible land uses and to discourage the introduction of new
incompatible land uses in the areas impacted by aircraft noise. This chapter
provides the background information necessary for public and/or governmental
reviewers to make an informed decision as to the adequacy of the Noise
Compatibility Study to meet the requirements set forth by FAR Part 150 under
which it was prepared.

1.1

FAR PART 150

Part 150 is a section of the FAR that sets forth rules and guidelines for airports
desiring to undertake airport noise compatibility planning. The regulations were
promulgated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) pursuant to the Aviation
Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA) of 1979, Public Law 96-193. ASNA was
enacted to “… provide and carry out noise compatibility programs, to improve
assistance to assure continued safety in aviation and for other purposes.” The FAA
was vested with the authority to implement and administer the act. This legislation
required the establishment of a single system for measuring aircraft noise,
determining noise exposure, and identifying land uses, which are normally
compatible with various noise exposure levels.
Through FAR Part 150, the FAA established regulations governing the technical
aspects of aircraft noise analysis and the public participation process for airports
choosing to prepare airport noise compatibility plans.

1.1.1

PURPOSE OF CONDUCTING A PART 150 STUDY

The purpose for conducting a Part 150 Study at an airport is to develop a balanced
and cost-effective plan for reducing current noise impacts from an airport’s
operations, where practical, and to limit additional impacts in the future. By
following the process, the airport operator is assured of the FAA’s cooperation
through the involvement of air traffic control professionals in the study and the
FAA’s review of the recommended Noise Compatibility Program (NCP). An airport
with an FAA-approved NCP also becomes eligible for funding assistance for the
implementation of measures in the NCP.
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Among the general goals and objectives addressed by a Part 150 Study are the
following:
•

To reduce, where feasible, existing and forecasted noise levels over existing
noise-sensitive land uses;

•

To reduce new noise-sensitive developments near the airport;

•

To mitigate, where feasible, adverse impacts in accordance with Federal
guidelines;

•

To provide mitigation measures that are sensitive to the needs of the
community and its stability;

•

To minimize the impact of mitigation measures on local tax bases; and

•

To be consistent, where feasible, with local land use planning and
development policies.

The previous Noise Compatibility Study for LCK was completed more than six years
ago in 1998, and approved by the FAA in 1999. The following describes the
reasons for updating the 1998 Part 150 Study.
•

Typically, airports revise their Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) and NCP every
five years.

•

In late 2002, the City of Columbus, Franklin County, and the Columbus
Municipal Airport Authority approved the merger of the Rickenbacker Port
Authority and the Columbus Airport Authority. The merger formed the new
CRAA, which is now responsible for the maintenance and operation of LCK,
Port Columbus International Airport (CMH), and Bolton Field Airport (TZR).
The CRAA is committed to being a good neighbor at all of its airports, which
includes maintaining current NEMS and periodically reviewing each airport’s
NCP.

•

In June 2005, AirNet Systems, Inc. (AirNet), a provider of on-demand cargo
and passenger charter services, began operating at LCK after relocating from
CMH. AirNet has approximately 70 aircraft operations per day, mostly during
the early evening and nighttime hours.

1.1.2

PART 150 PLANNING PROCESS

The Part 150 planning process involves the methods and procedures an airport
operator must follow in developing an NCP. The decision to undertake noise
compatibility planning is entirely voluntary on the part of the airport operator. If
the airport operator chooses to prepare an NCP, the FAA will provide funding
assistance if the operator follows the regulations of FAR Part 150. As a further
inducement to undertake noise compatibility planning, an airport operator becomes
eligible for Federal funding assistance for the implementation of measures in an
FAA-approved NCP. See Exhibit 1-1, Noise Compatibility Planning Process, for
a flowchart of the planning process.
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A Part 150 Study involves six major steps:
•

Identification of airport noise and land use issues and problems;

•

Definition of current and future noise exposure patterns;

•

Evaluation of alternative measures for abating noise (e.g., changing aircraft
flight paths), mitigating the impact of noise (e.g., sound insulation), and
managing local land uses (e.g., airport-compatible zoning);

•

Development of a noise compatibility plan;

•

Development of an implementation and monitoring plan; and

•

FAA review and approval of the recommended NCP, including the analysis of
alternatives, the compatibility plan, and the implementation and monitoring
plan.

The Part 150 Study process is designed to identify noise incompatibilities
surrounding an airport, and to recommend measures to both correct existing
incompatibilities and to prevent future incompatibilities.
For Part 150 Study
purposes, noise incompatibilities are generally defined as residences or public use
noise-sensitive facilities (libraries, churches, schools, nursing homes, and hospitals)
within the 65 Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) noise contour.
This process to update the 1998 NCP was designed to accomplish two goals:
•

Update the status of the measures included in the 1998 NCP
−

•

Each previously approved measure was evaluated to determine if it
should be continued, revoked, or modified, based on operational and
land use changes that have occurred since the completion of the
1998 NCP.

Identify, analyze, and recommend new measures
−

Potential new noise abatement, land use management, and
implementation measures, based on the existing conditions at LCK and
conditions expected to occur within the next five years, were evaluated
for inclusion in the program.

The planning process has both technical and procedural components. The first
component involves the preparation of NEMs, which requires the use of specific
technical criteria and methods to complete analyses of aircraft noise exposure,
potential noise abatement, and land use mitigation measures. NEMs are the official
noise contours for the airport and are prepared for existing conditions (2006) and
for five years in the future (2011). The NEMs must be prepared according to
FAR Part 150 guidelines with regard to methodology, noise metrics, identification of
incompatible land uses, and public outreach. More detailed information regarding
the NEM process is included in Section 1.1.3 of this chapter.
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The second component of the planning process involves the development of a NCP.
The NCP sets forth measures intended to mitigate the impacts of significant noise
exposure on residential areas near Rickenbacker, and to limit, to the extent
possible, the introduction of new incompatible land uses into locations exposed to
significant noise levels. Levels of significance are identified in FAR Part 150. The
regulations also require that potentially affected airport users, local governments,
and the public be consulted during the study, with the process culminating with the
opportunity for a public hearing on the airport’s recommended NCP. More detailed
information regarding the NCP process is included in Section 1.1.4 of this chapter.

1.1.3

NOISE EXPOSURE MAPS

The NEM component of a Part 150 study presents airport noise exposure contours
for the existing condition and a forecast condition five years after the date of
submission of the maps for FAA review. The current year NEM is labeled 2006. The
data collection and analysis for this Part 150 Study Update began in 2005. 2011 is
used as the future year because it corresponds with other forecasts and
development activity at the airport.
The 2011 NEM/NCP includes the implementation of all recommended noise
abatement procedures. The NEM noise contours are superimposed on a land use
map to show areas of incompatible land use. (Incompatible land use is defined as
residences, schools, churches, nursing homes, hospitals, and libraries.)
Appendix C, Noise Modeling Methodology, contains detailed information on the
inputs and methodology for preparing the noise exposure contours. The official
NEMs are located at the front of this document with the NEM and NCP checklist.
FAR Part 150 requires the use of standard methodologies and metrics for analyzing
and describing noise. It also establishes guidelines for the identification of land
uses that are incompatible with noise of different levels. Section 150.21(d) of FAR
Part 150 states that airport proprietors are required to update NEMs when changes
in the operation of the airport would create any new, substantial incompatible use.
This is considered to be an increase in DNL noise levels of 1.5 decibels (dB) over
incompatible land uses when the aircraft noise level exceeds 65 DNL. Of course,
the airport operator may update the NEMs at any time based on their own needs
and concerns. As previously stated, significant changes have occurred at LCK since
completion of the 1998 Noise Compatibility Study, triggering the need to update the
study.

The airport proprietor can gain limited protection through preparation, submission, and
publication of NEMs. The ASNA provides in Section 107(a) that:
“No person who acquires property or an interest therein … in an area
surrounding an airport with respect to which a noise exposure map has
been submitted shall be entitled to recover damages with respect to
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the noise attributable to such airport if such person had actual or
constructive knowledge of the existence of such noise exposure map
unless … such person can show that:
i.

A significant change in the type or frequency of aircraft
operations at the airport; or

ii. A significant change in the airport layout; or
iii. A significant change in the flight patterns; or
iv. A significant increase in nighttime operations; occurred after
the date of acquisition of such property.”
ASNA provides that “constructive knowledge” shall be imputed to any person if a
copy of the NEM was provided to them at the time of property acquisition or if
notice of the existence of the noise exposure map was published three times in a
newspaper of general circulation in the area.
In addition, Part 150 defines
“significant increase” as an increase of 1.5 dB of DNL. For purposes of this
provision, FAA officials consider the term “area surrounding an airport” to mean an
area within the 65 DNL contour. (See FAR Part 150, Section 150.21(d), (f),
and (g).
An acceptance of the NEMs by the FAA is required before the FAA will approve an
NCP for the airport.

1.1.4

NOISE COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM

An NCP includes provisions for the abatement of aircraft noise through aircraft
operating procedures, air traffic control procedures, or airport facility modifications.
It also includes provisions for land use compatibility planning and may include
actions to mitigate the impact of noise on incompatible land uses. Chapter Four,
Noise Compatibility Program, includes detailed information for the LCK NCP
recommendations. The NCP must also contain provisions for updating and periodic
revision.
FAR Part 150 NCP establishes procedures and criteria for FAA evaluation of the NCP.
Two criteria are of particular importance: the airport proprietor may not take any
action that imposes an undue burden on interstate or foreign commerce, nor may
the proprietor unjustly discriminate between different categories of airport users.
The FAA also reviews changes in flight procedures proposed for noise abatement for
potential effects on flight safety, safe and efficient use of the navigable airspace,
management and control of the national airspace and traffic control systems,
security and national defense, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Since the FAA has the ultimate authority for air traffic control and flight procedures
related to air traffic control requirements, any measures relating to these subjects
that are recommended in an NCP must be explicitly approved by the FAA and may
not be implemented unilaterally by the airport proprietor.
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FAA approval of Part 150 measures, through a Record of Approval that is supported
by an environmental assessment and a finding of no significant impact (or an
environmental impact statement and a Record of Decision), environmentally clears
the agency to participate in actions over which it has primary implementation
responsibility (e.g., air traffic modifications). With an approved NCP, an airport
proprietor becomes eligible for Federal funding to implement the eligible items of
the program. Approval by the FAA does not, however, commit the agency to either
a specific schedule of implementation or guarantee the allocation of Federal funds
for implementation of any measure.

1.2 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
As discussed previously, a key element in the Part 150 process is public
involvement. In order to inform and gather input from the public regarding the
findings of the LCK Part 150 Study, a Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) was
convened, public workshops were held in the community, and a public hearing was
held on November 14, 2006.

1.2.1

PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PAC)

A PAC was organized early during the planning process to provide feedback and
advice to the planning team on the contents and preparation of the Part 150 study.
The PAC provided residents, airport users, agencies, and local officials an
opportunity to be involved in developing LCK’s Part 150 NCP. In refining the NCP,
staff from the CRAA, as well as the consultants wanted to benefit from the PAC
members’ special viewpoints and the people and resources they represented. A
process was therefore designed to encourage the open exchange of creative ideas
to achieve results. The members of the PAC assisted the process in several ways.
•

As a Sounding Board – The PAC provided a forum in which the consulting
team and other PAC members could present information, findings, ideas, and
recommendations. All benefited from listening to the diverse viewpoints and
concerns of the wide range of interests represented on the committee.

•

As a Link to the Community – Each member represented a key constituent
interest -- local neighborhoods, local governments, public agencies, or airport
users. Committee members could bring together the consulting team and
the people they represented, could inform their constituents about the study
as it progressed, and could bring the views of others into the committee.

•

As a Critical Reviewer – The consulting team wished to have its work
scrutinized closely for completeness of detail and clarity of thought. The
committee membership was urged to point out any shortcomings in the
consultant’s work and to help improve it.

•

As an Aid to Implementation – Each member has a unique role to play in
implementing the plan, ranging from making changes in flight procedures to
changes in local land use plans and regulations.
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The PAC operated informally, with no compulsory attendance, no voting, and no
offices. The final decision on which measures to include in the Part 150 NCP rests
with the CRAA. The meetings were conducted by the consultant team and were
conducted at four points in the study when committee input was especially needed.
Members were urged to attend the general public information workshops held
during the study to listen firsthand to the concerns that were raised and to speak
with members of the consultant team and representatives of the airport one-onone.
Many organizations were contacted and invited to designate a representative to
serve on the PAC. The resulting membership represents a broad range of interests
pilots, military, commerce, community, environmental, air traffic controllers,
government and planning, as well as interested and affected citizens. A roster of
the membership of the PAC is provided in Appendix G, Public Involvement.

1.2.2

PUBLIC INFORMATION WORKSHOPS

During the course of the Part 150 Study, three public information workshops were
held in local communities and at the airport, as summarized below. The workshops
were attended by interested citizens, elected officials, and local media
representatives. The third Public Information Workshop was held in conjunction
with a Public Hearing on November 14, 2006. Appendix G, Public Involvement,
includes copies of meeting notices, sign-in sheets, comments received, and meeting
handouts.
Public Information Workshop #1 – October 11, 2005
4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Teays Valley High School
3887 State Route 752
Asheville, Ohio 43103

7:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Glendening Elementary School
4200 Glendening Drive
Groveport, Ohio 43125

Public Information Workshop #2 – April 20, 2006
4:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Rickenbacker International Airport
Charter Terminal
Public Information Workshop #3 / Public Hearing – November 14, 2006
4:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Rickenbacker International Airport
Charter Terminal

1.2.3

PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMENT PERIOD

FAR Part 150 requires that Draft Part 150 NCP documents be made available to the
public prior to conducting a Public Hearing. This Draft Part 150 NCP document was
made available to the public on October 24, 2006 at local libraries, at the airport,
A
Public
and
on-line
at
http://www.rickenbacker.org/about/noise.asp.
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Hearing/Public Information Workshop was held on November 14, 2006 at the
Rickenbacker International Airport Charter Terminal from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m..
A list of document locations, a summary of the hearing/workshop, meeting
materials, comments received, and response to those comments are included in
Appendix G, Public Involvement.

1.2.4

ADDITIONAL PUBLIC COORDINATION

As part of the public participation requirement under FAR Part 150, the consultants
and airport staff made themselves available for meetings with neighborhood
organizations, airport user groups, local government officials, and local residents
throughout the study period. Land use coordination was conducted with local land
use planners to gather information by phone and mail. There were no requests
received from these land use planners for in person meetings.
A meeting was held on May 31, 2006 with members of the LCK Air Traffic Control
Tower (ATCT), CMH ATCT, CMH TRACON, CRAA staff, and members of the
Consultant Team. The meeting addressed potential noise abatement alternatives
and the coordination required with CMH. Further coordination with the ATCT, the
Ohio Air National Guard, and AirNet was conducted via phone and mail.

1.3

STATUS OF 1998 NOISE COMPATIBILITY PLAN

The 1998 Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study Update NCP included
26 recommended measures: four noise abatement measures, 17 land use
management measures, and five implementation measures. Each measure is listed
below, followed by its status in italics.

1.3.1

SUMMARY OF THE 1998 NCP NOISE ABATEMENT
MEASURES

NA-1:

Straight-out departures of itinerant aircraft from Runways 23L/R until
reaching 3,800 feet MSL before turning on course.
Status –
Implemented at 3,000 feet MSL

NA-2:

Formalize civil noise abatement procedures which include: right turns
to a 070 degree heading after departing to the northeast and
observing a preferential reverse flow runway use for civil jet aircraft.
Status - Implemented 070 degree turn and preferential reverse flow
between the hours of 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

NA-3:

Formalize military noise abatement procedures which include: right
turns to a 070 degree heading after departing to the northeast,
preferential southwest flow for touch-and-go operations, and observing
preferential reverse flow runway use.
Status - Implemented
070 degree turn, preferential southwest flow for touch-and-go
operations, and preferential reverse flow between the hours of
11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
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NA-4:

Implement periodic noise monitoring procedures within the Airport
environs. Status: Installed two permanent noise monitors

1.3.2

SUMMARY OF THE 1998 NCP LAND USE COMPATIBILITY
MEASURES

LU-1:

Implement compatible use zoning in the Village of Groveport; Franklin
County; Harrison, Madison, and Scioto Townships in Pickaway County;
and property annexed by the City of Columbus.
Status – Not
Implemented

LU-2:

Adopt noise overlay zoning, within the 60 DNL noise contour, in the
Village of Groveport, Franklin County, the City of Columbus, and
Harrison and Scioto Township in Pickaway County, and if property
within the proposed noise overlay boundary is annexed by Canal
Winchester, it is recommended that Canal Winchester also adopt noise
overlay zoning. Status – Partially Implemented in the Village of
Groveport, and Columbus/Franklin County

LU-3:

Adopt height and hazard zoning.
1999 NCP

LU-4:

Adopt floodplain zoning in Harrison and Scioto Townships.
Completed prior to 1999 NCP

LU-5:

Amend the subdivision regulations of the Village of Groveport, and
Franklin and Pickaway Counties by adopting measures requiring the
dedication of avigation easements and the recording on plats a notice
of potentially high aircraft noise levels for any new subdivisions within
a noise overlay zone. The Subdivision Code of the Columbus City
Codes, 1959 may be used as the model ordinance. Status – Partially
Implemented in the Village of Groveport and City of Columbus. The
Village of Groveport’s Airport Environ Overlay (AEO) references a
notice to purchasers for “any development related permit.”

LU-6:

The villages of Groveport, Canal Winchester, and Lockbourne, and the
City of Columbus should adopt relevant parts of the Part 150 Study as
an element of their comprehensive plans. The land use regulatory
jurisdictions of Franklin and Pickaway Counties should incorporate the
Part 150 recommendations as planning guidelines if comprehensive
plans are adopted in the future. Status – Partially Implemented in the
Village of Groveport and City of Columbus

LU-7:

Encourage the adoption of policies in the villages of Groveport and
Canal Winchester, and the City of Columbus in Franklin County; and
Village of Ashville and Harrison Township in Pickaway County to
discourage the extension of public water and sewer systems into
noise-impacted unincorporated areas of Franklin and Pickaway
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Counties, unless those areas are zoned for commercial or industrial
use and hook-ups for new residential developments are prohibited.
Status – Not Implemented
LU-8:

Establish and adopt guidelines for discretionary project review for all
jurisdictions within the 60 DNL noise contour (the Village of Groveport;
Hamilton and Madison Townships, Franklin County; Harrison, Madison,
and Scioto Townships, Pickaway County; and the City of Columbus).
Status –Implemented in Groveport

LU-9:

Guaranteed purchase of homes within the 65 DNL noise contour.
Status – Completed

LU-10:

Guaranteed purchase of undeveloped land within the 70 DNL noise
contour. Status –Not Implemented

LU-11:

Purchase avigation easements over existing residential buildings
northeast and southwest of the airport. Status – Revoked as part of
the 1999 NCP

LU-12:

Guaranteed purchase or avigation easement purchase of selected
homes in the forecasted 1992 70 DNL noise contour.
Status –
Completed prior to 1999 NCP

LU-13:

Purchase development rights. Status – Withdrawn prior to 1999 NCP

LU-14:

Soundproofing/relocation of schools (Groveport Elementary and
Groveport-Madison Freshman School). Status – Completed prior to
1999 NCP

LU-15:

Encourage all jurisdictions within the 60 DNL noise contour to create a
series of interrelated land use controls designed to prevent the
development of incompatible land uses. The City of Columbus zoning,
subdivision, and building code regulations may be used as the model
ordinance. Status – Partially Implemented in the Village of Groveport

LU-16:

Encourage the City of Columbus to amend the “Purpose” paragraphs of
the zoning, subdivision, and building codes of the Columbus City
Codes, 1959, to include Rickenbacker International Airport to officially
recognize Rickenbacker as one of the airports which may create noise
impacts on adjacent and surrounding land uses which are within the
City’s jurisdiction and control. Status – Not Implemented

LU-17:

Develop a program for the guaranteed purchase of 22 homes within
the 65 DNL noise contour, contingent upon the development of an air
cargo hub. Status –Not Implemented
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1.3.3

SUMMARY OF THE 1998 NCP IMPLEMENTATION
MEASURES

IM-1:

Establish a Noise Abatement Committee. Status – Not Active

IM-2:

Provide for noise monitoring and noise contour updates if operating
levels increase by 17 percent. Status – Implemented as necessary

IM-3:

Establish a noise complaint response program. Status – Implemented

IM-4:

Periodic review and update of Noise Exposure Maps.
Implemented

IM-5:

Develop a public information program to communicated information
about the Noise Compatibility Program. Status – Implemented

1.4

AIRPORT FACILITIES AND ACTIVITY

Status -

The following sections provide a basic discussion of the history of the airport, a
description of the area surrounding the airport, an inventory of the existing airport
facilities, and an identification of the typical aircraft activity at LCK.

1.4.1

AIRPORT HISTORY

The site of LCK was originally Lockbourne Army Air Base and was opened in
June 1942 as a glider and B-17 training facility. Flight-training activities took place
at the base until World War II ended. At that time, the base was used as a
development and testing facility for all - weather military flight operations. The
primary unit at the base was the 447th Composite Group, also known as the
Tuskegee Airmen. This unit merged with the 477th Composite Group in 1947,
becoming the 332nd Fighter Wing, one of the first all-Black flying units in the newly
created U.S. Air Force. In June 1949, the 332nd was reassigned and the base was
deactivated until 1951 when it was placed under the control of the Strategic Air
Command.1
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the size of the base doubled to approximately
4,400 acres and several airfield improvements were made, including construction of
the two current 12,000-foot parallel runways and a permanent ATCT. In 1974, the
base was renamed Rickenbacker Air Force Base in honor of World War I flying ace
and Congressional Medal of Honor winner Eddie Rickenbacker, a native of
Columbus, Ohio. Rickenbacker Air Force Base closed in April 1980 at which time the
facility was turned over to the Ohio Air National Guard and renamed Rickenbacker
Air National Guard Base.2

1
2

About Rickenbacker. Columbus Regional Airport Authority. On-line at:
http://www.rickenbacker.org/about/history.asp/. 2004.
About Rickenbacker. Columbus Regional Airport Authority. On-line at:
http://www.rickenbacker.org/about/history.asp/. 2004.
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In June 1980, the Franklin County Commission established the Rickenbacker Port
Authority (RPA) with the mission to receive and redevelop any land released for
civilian use and to enter into a joint-use agreement with the U.S. Air Force to
maintain the operation of the Rickenbacker airfield, potentially as an industrial
park. The RPA and the U.S. Government entered into a joint use agreement and
lease in January 1982, which authorized civil aircraft to use the airfield and
established the U.S. Air Force as airfield manager until control could be transferred
to the RPA (this occurred in October 1990). Redevelopment at LCK began in 1985
with the establishment of an air cargo hub and bulk sorting facility for Flying Tigers.
Although Flying Tigers was sold to Federal Express in 1989 and most operations
moved from LCK, the airport continued to develop throughout the 1990s. In late
2002, the City of Columbus, Franklin County, and the Columbus Municipal Airport
Authority approved the merger of RPA and the Columbus Airport Authority, forming
the new CRAA effective January 1, 2003.3

1.4.2

AIRPORT LOCATION

The area surrounding LCK encompasses numerous industrial parks, that are home
to over 125 E-commerce fulfillment, international airfreight, freight forwarding and
distribution companies, a Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ), and the future site of a
planned rail-truck Intermodal Facility.4 Exhibit 1-2 shows the location of LCK in
relation to the Columbus Area.
The Rickenbacker Global Logistics Park is the newest industrial park in the LCK area
and is located near the planned Intermodal Facility. The park will encompass
1,300 acres of land and includes 20 million square feet of development in
30 buildings spread over four campuses. This park also has the ability to obtain FTZ
status as is seen at other locations throughout the LCK area.5
A FTZ is a site within the U.S. that is legally considered outside of Customs
territory, which allows goods to be brought into the FTZ duty-free and without
formal customs entry. The CRAA is grantee and operator of FTZ No. 138, which
encompasses nearly 5,000 acres at LCK and can accommodate industrial and
aeronautical uses.6
The planned rail/truck Intermodal Facility (IMF) at LCK is expected to be
operational in 2007 and is the result of a partnership between CRAA and the Norfolk
Southern Corporation. The facility will be used for the interchange of shipping
containers between trains and trucks. The facility has also been designed to
provide efficient access and economic benefits to companies that also ship air cargo
at LCK.7 It is not anticipated that the IMF will contribute significantly to the growth
of aircraft operations at LCK.
3
4
5
6
7

About Rickenbacker. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/about/history.asp/. 2004.
Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/realestate/. 2004.
Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/realestate/glp2.asp/.
2004.
Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/ftz/. 2004.
Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/intermodal/. 2004.
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RICKENBACKER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
FAR PART 150 NOISE COMPATIBILITY STUDY

1.4.3
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AIRPORT RUNWAYS

LCK consists of two parallel runways spaced approximately 1,000 feet apart.
Runway 05R/23L is 12,102 feet long and 200 feet wide and Runway 05L/23R is
(11,908) feet long and 150 feet wide with Runway 05L having a displaced threshold
of (900) feet and Runway 23R having a displaced threshold of (992) feet.
Runway 05R has a CAT II/III Instrument Landing System (ILS) and Runway 05L
and Runway 23L have a CAT I ILS.

1.4.4

AIRPORT OPERATORS AND FACILITIES

As of September 2006, LCK was served by the following operators:
•

Charter Airlines
− Seasonal Charter Airlines

•

Cargo
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

•

Military
− 121st Air Refueling Wing – Ohio Air National Guard
−

Airlines
AirNet Systems
Air Tahoma
Atlas Air
Evergreen Airlines
Federal Express
Kalitta Air
United Parcel Service

Army Aviation Support Facility #2 – Ohio Army National Guard

1.4.4.1 Charter Terminal
The Charter Terminal at LCK is a two-gate facility that measures approximately
43,000 square feet. The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) provides
security and baggage screening for charter passengers.8

1.4.4.2 Air Cargo Facilities
The Air Cargo Terminal Complex at LCK provides direct airside access for tenants.
The complex includes three air cargo terminal buildings that feature over 164,000
total square feet of space. Dedicated facilities for Federal Express and Forward Air
are also located within the complex.9

8
9

Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at: http://www.rickenbacker.org/charter/. 2004.
Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at:
http://www.rickenbacker.org/aircargo/facilities.asp/. 2004.
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Military Facilities

LCK is home to the 121st Air Refueling Wing of the Ohio Air National Guard and the
Army Aviation Support Facility #2 of the Ohio Army National Guard. The facilities
for both are located on the southwest side of the airport.

1.4.4.4

Midfield Terminal Area Plan

Recently, the Midfield Terminal Area Plan was completed for LCK in order to refine
the landside portion of the 1997 Master Plan. The Plan was completed in order to
establish a recommended development plan for LCK that would sufficiently meet
the needs of airport operators based on projections of growth and future
requirements. Highlights of the recommended development plan for the Midfield
Terminal Area are included in the following sections.10
Air Cargo
The need for additional ramp space and cargo building development over the
20-year planning period exceeds currently available facilities. The plan provides for
nearly one million additional square feet of building space and associated ramps for
cargo-related development. As of April 2006, CRAA is designing a new Air Cargo
Terminal to be constructed in 2007.
Charter Terminal
Constructed initially as a two-gate 43,000-square foot facility, the terminal could
build-out at its current location to 150,000 square feet with ramp, auto parking,
and vehicular access.
General Aviation
LCK is one of four airports serving the general aviation community within the
Greater Columbus area. This sector of aviation activity at LCK is expected to
increase over the planning period with a growing share of turbine-powered aircraft.
An area to accommodate as many as four new 24,000-square-foot hangars and
associated ramps is included in the plan to meet this growth.
Aircraft Maintenance
Available hangar and ramp space are already utilized for commercial aircraft
maintenance activities in the Midfield area. Opportunities for additional aircraft
maintenance facilities are accommodated in the Midfield Plan, including areas for
large-aircraft maintenance operations.

10

Rickenbacker International Airport. On-line at:
http://www.rickenbacker.org/about/midfield_plan.asp/. Retrieved August 8, 2006.
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Airfield Support Facilities
The Ohio Air National Guard (OANG) administers the ATCT and airport fire and
safety protection at LCK. Alternatives were analyzed for relocating the existing
Airport Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) facility, which has exceeded its useful life.
The recommended plan placed the ARFF facility in a centralized location on the line
between the Midfield and OANG Cantonment areas. While assuming that the
1940s-era ATCT remains until later in the planning period, the plan recommends
eventual relocation to an area south of the existing airfield. Such a location would
provide an unimpeded line of sight to all existing runways. As of April 2006, the
CRAA is undertaking an ATCT siting study. This study will involve an analysis and
evaluation of alternate locations that may be suitable for the construction of a new
ATCT.
All of the airport facilities at LCK are shown on Exhibit 1-3, Existing Airport
Layout.

1.4.5

FIXED-BASE OPERATOR

Lane Aviation Corporation provides aircraft line services, fueling services, ramp
parking, hangar parking/storage, parts, and maintenance for general aviation
aircraft at LCK. Lane Aviation also offers aircraft sales and charter services at LCK.
It is anticipated that AirNet will begin offering fueling services by 2007.

1.4.6

BASED AIRCRAFT

Table 1-1 provides the number of based aircraft at LCK by aircraft type. A total of
72 aircraft are based at the airport.
Table 1-1
BASED AIRCRAFT
Rickenbacker International Airport
AIRCRAFT TYPE
Single-engine Aircraft
Multi-engine Aircraft
Jet Aircraft
Helicopters
Military Aircraft
TOTAL

NUMBER
10
4
4
32
22
72

Source: Columbus Regional Airport Authority. Airport information published as of August 3, 2006.
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ANNUAL OPERATIONS

The number of annual operations at LCK for the baseline period (May 2004 to
April 2005 with projections for the remainder of 2005) was approximately 67,160,
which results in 184 average annual day operations. The number of annual
operations at LCK was based on ATCT records, airport landing fee reports, and
discussions with operators. A full year of operations data was projected for AirNet.
AirNet began operation at LCK in May 2005. Table 1-2 shows a breakdown of the
2006 operations by the primary user group. For a detailed breakdown of the annual
operations, refer to Appendix C, Noise Modeling Methodology.
Table 1-2
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS BY USER GROUP
EXISTING (2006) BASELINE CONDITIONS
Rickenbacker International Airport
USER
GROUP
Charter Jets
Cargo Jets
AirNet
Air Taxi
General Aviation Jets
General Aviation Props
Military
TOTAL

2006 EXISTING
OPERATIONS
730
4,380
29,200
2,920
3,650
10,220
16,060
67,160

PERCENT
OF TOTAL
1.2%
6.5%
43.5%
4.3%
5.4%
15.2%
23.9%
100.0%

Source: Landing Fee Reports, ATCT records, TAMIS data, Landrum & Brown, 2006.
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